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Neubacher Award Ceremony 2017: Robert Adams
(#IIA17)
by P. F. Anderson 4 months ago 41 Views
P. F. Anderson
@pfanderson
4 MONTHS AGO
Always excited to livetweet the Neubacher Award Ceremony! Coming
up in ~15 minutes #iia17
P. F. ANDERSON @PFANDERSON · 4 MONTHS AGO
Big crowd settling in for the Neubacher Ceremony #iia17 pic.twitter.com/pnZnTLPvvq
  
P. F. ANDERSON @PFANDERSON · 4 MONTHS AGO
Mr. Neubacher himself chatting with Sue Deerhall, our most excellent CART transcriber
#iia17 pic.twitter.com/GI2F7LvDFn
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4 MONTHS AGO
The Neubacher Award 2017 Committee: @schnitzr Gerald Hoff, Craig
Luck, Jeremy Marra, @lloyds88 Joan E Smith, Douglas K White
#iia17
P. F. Anderson
@pfanderson
4 MONTHS AGO
Architecture professor Robert Adams receives Neubacher Award
record.umich.edu/articles/archi… #iia17
P. F. ANDERSON @PFANDERSON · 4 MONTHS AGO
I love this de-stress pod for folk with PTSD by Robert Adams
record.umich.edu/sites/default/… #iia17
P. F. ANDERSON @PFANDERSON · 4 MONTHS AGO
Jack Bernard offers a gracious welcome #iia17 pic.twitter.com/GPiItg7TjS
P. F. Anderson
@pfanderson
4 MONTHS AGO
Introducing Jim, Margaret, & Mary Neubacher, without whom none of
this would be possible; poignant story about the loss of the Mrs #iia17
P. F. ANDERSON @PFANDERSON · 4 MONTHS AGO
Jack introduces Charlotte for the Burt Black award #iia17 pic.twitter.com/3JiLjI6qqu
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Burt Black award comes 2x this year! Matthew Manninen seeks
biomarkers 4 SLE recovery; James Murtha works toward a counseling
degree #iia17
P. F. ANDERSON @PFANDERSON · 4 MONTHS AGO
James Murtha accept the Burt Black award #iia17 pic.twitter.com/bqgbJMr6l4
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Wow! The Saul & Shirley Lederer Awards carry $1000 for the student
awardees. #iia17
P. F. ANDERSON @PFANDERSON · 4 MONTHS AGO
Simon Keep with Jill Rice, a musician headed towards neuroscience via pre-med #iia17
pic.twitter.com/uT6JoEyGA2
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Matthew Manninen, awardee #2: Differential equations class current
flow for sodium chloride ion concentrations, #iia17
P. F. ANDERSON @PFANDERSON · 4 MONTHS AGO
Jielle Kuhl , awardee #3, is working on social disparities #iia17
pic.twitter.com/vDZSd080f3
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The Certificates of Appreciate are always special. Anna Schnitzer
@schnitzr will award these #iia17
P. F. ANDERSON @PFANDERSON · 4 MONTHS AGO
This is the happiest Ceremony on campus (aside from graduation) says Anna #iia17
pic.twitter.com/9b5wGN0Wjw
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A big shoutout to Matt Snyder for this year's slogan, "Disability IS
Diversity" #iia17
P. F. Anderson
@pfanderson
When we recognize people for disability advocacy, they run across
the entire spectrum of disabilities, of our campus, and alumni #iia17
4 MONTHS AGO
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If you think we've left anyone out, please nominate them next year!
#iia17
P. F. ANDERSON @PFANDERSON · 4 MONTHS AGO
Bonnie Dede received a certificate for active support #iia17 pic.twitter.com/6aA3QZlH3U
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Bonnie Dede: "A needed and reliable voice of sensibility and
sensitivity" #iia17
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Russell Ellis, a certified OT who is active in identifying and solving
healthcare access challenges across campus #iia17
Russell had surgery this morning, so his wife accepts his award #iia17
pic.twitter.com/gs9GzCEU8v
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Jim Eng is a programmer and designer in the library, and uses his skills for solutions #iia17
pic.twitter.com/PntV1VRNCW

